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Dora & the Burried Treasure

Hola! My name is Dora and this is Boots. What's your name?

Hola, First name Do you want to go exploring with us?

You do? Come on, vamanos!

Look! It's our friends, the Pirate Animal plural ANIMALS.

What sound do those animals make?

Say it with me!

Excelente!



Oh no, our Pirate friends are in trouble. Swiper swiped their treasure chest! That sneaky fox burried it on

Vegetable island.

The baby pirate needs his Title of a book book. Momma Pirate needs her Item of clothing . And,

Daddy Pirate is thirsty for his Color juice.

Don't worry, Pirates. We'll help you find your treasure!

If you want to help the pirates, say, 'Arggg!'

Say it louder! Vegetable !' 

Good job, you sound Vegetable like a pirate!



Aww, Baby Pirate is crying. He is sleepy! We need to find his book so he can go to bed. But, we don't know

how to get to the island!

Hmm, who do we ask for help when we don't know which way to go?

Yeah, map! Say, 'map.'

Say it louder!

Good work! Map says we need to go past the Something to play on at the playground through the Color

forest, and across the troll's bridge. I see the playground over there, let's go!

Look! Vegetable made it to the forest. Yay!



But, its Number o'clock and the sun is starting to go down. It is very dark inside the forest, be careful

where you step!

Boots thinks we should look in backpack for something to help us see in the dark. Say, 'Backpack!'

Hmm. What can we use to help us see in the dark?

A Something found in the bathroom ? Will that help us see in the dark?

Can a Something found in the kitchen help us see in the dark?

How about a flashlight?

Yeah!



You're right! A flashlight can help us see in the dark.

Thanks for helping us make it through the forest. I see the troll bridge, let's go. Vamanos!

Uh-oh, the Troll is grumpy and he won't let us cross his bridge! He says that he is really hungry. Will you share

your snack with him? That would cheer him up!

'Ooh, yummy,' says the Troll. 'Delicioso!'

I think the Troll likes Your favorite snack just as much as you do! Nice sharing!

Now the Troll is happy. He will let us cross his bridge!

We've



made it to the island! Fabuloso!

But, all I see are Color palm trees and a Something found at the beach . Where could that treasure chest

be?

Oh, listen! Map has an idea. He thinks we should ask his brother, Treasure Map, to help us! Smart thinking, Map

.

We need your help. Say, 'Treasure Map!'

Say it louder!

Good job!



Treasure Map says we need to go toward the Something found at the beach past the Something found at the 

beach and by the big benches. Thanks, Treasure Map!

But, look! There are a bunch of bugs buzzing around those benches. Let's tell them not to bother us.

Say, 'Shoo fly! Shoo!'

Louder! 'Shoo fly! Shoo!'

Yay, we did it! Those bugs won't bother us now.

Treasure Map says the pirates' things are burried beneath a rock shaped like a slice of pizza.

I



see a rock shaped like a circle, is that where the treasure is burried?

How about this rock, it is shaped like diamond, is this where the treasure is burried?

Hmm, the last rock is shaped like a triangle? Could the treasure be hidden here?

You're right! Slices of pizza are shaped like triangles! This must be where that sneaky fox hid the pirates' things!

Good job!

Now we need your help digging the treasure chest up. Make a scoop with your hands and help us dig! Come on,

you can do it! Keep digging.

Nice work! We found the pirate's things.



Aw, Baby Pirate wants me to read him a bedtime story. I love babies!

Thanks for all your help, we couldn't have done it without you! Adios!

.
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